JSTOR is a not-for-profit service that helps scholars, researchers, and students discover, use, and build upon a wide range of content in a trusted digital archive. We use information technology and tools to increase productivity and facilitate new forms of scholarship. For more information about JSTOR, please contact support@jstor.org. The pinnacle of Helen Regenstein's collecting effortsand her last major acquisition-was her purchase in I980 of Claude Lorrain's great landscape Panorama from the Sasso (cat. no. 6). This sublime wash drawing, executed broadly on an unusually short and wide sheet of paper, was one of the most treasured drawings of the distinguished Odescalchi family for hundreds of years. In its simple, broad strokes, it seems almost modern; its sense of reverie enchants all who view it. Although the sheet commanded a high price, Mrs. Regenstein knew at once that she must add it to the collection; with this bold purchase, she demonstrated her commitment to the Art Institute, to the greatest standards of drawing, and to the acquisition of works from periods-in this case the seventeenth centurythat had not been a major focus for her up to that point.'" Before the decade was out, a second nature drawing by Claude (cat. no. 5), also from the Odescalchi family collection, was purchased for the museum by her heirs.
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